Fact Sheet
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE: PRIVATE NONPROFIT HOUSES OF WORSHIP
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Public Assistance (PA) Program provides
supplemental assistance to states, tribes, and local governmental entities, as well as certain private
nonprofit (PNP) organizations (hereinafter referred to as applicants). FEMA’s Public Assistance Program
and Policy Guide (http://www.fema.gov/public-assistance-policy-and-guidance) provides comprehensive
information regarding assistance that FEMA can provide and the requirements that applicants must follow
in order to receive the assistance. The purpose of this Fact Sheet is to provide key information about the
eligibility of PNP house of worship (HOW) applicants.
Background
FEMA announced on January 2, 2018, that PNP HOWs are eligible for disaster assistance as community
centers without regard to their secular or religious nature. These changes are effective for disasters declared
on or after August 23, 2017, and for applications for assistance that were pending with FEMA as of August
23, 2017, including applications on first- or second-level appeal, that FEMA has not finally resolved.
Under the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act), FEMA
provides financial assistance, through its Public Assistance Program, to certain PNP organizations for the
repair or replacement of facilities damaged or destroyed by a major disaster. FEMA’s changes now make
HOWs owned or operated by PNP organizations eligible applicants for this financial assistance (1) if their
facilities suffered damage from an emergency or a major disaster declared on or after August 23, 2017, or
(2) if they had applications pending with FEMA for damage suffered in an emergency or major disaster
declared prior to August 23, 2017, that have not been resolved.
As with other non-critical PNPs under the Stafford Act, FEMA financial assistance for the repair or
replacement of a PNP HOW facility is limited to costs that a loan from the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) will not cover. PNP HOWs must apply to the SBA for a loan, as required by the
Stafford Act. FEMA may provide financial assistance if the PNP HOW is denied a loan or if the loan
authorized is insufficient to cover repair costs.
This change is reflected in the third edition of the Public Assistance Program Policy Guide (FP 104-0092, January 2018), which is available online at www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/111781.
Frequently Asked Questions
What type of assistance can HOWs apply for now that they couldn’t previously receive?
Prior to this change, PNP religious organizations that owned or operated an eligible facility, such as a
community center or school, could apply to FEMA for assistance to repair, restore, or replace the disasterdamaged facility (Permanent Work); this remains the same. This policy change makes PNP HOWs
eligible for Public Assistance as community centers. This policy change treats HOWs like any other
eligible PNP community center facility. As with other community centers, the HOW must be open to the
general public.
“FEMA’s mission is to support our citizens and first responders to ensure that as a nation we work together to build, sustain, and
improve our capability to prepare for, protect against, respond to, recover from, and mitigate all hazards.”
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Will FEMA provide funding to replace contents in PNP HOWs, including one-of-a-kind or
irreplaceable objects and collections?
Damaged contents necessary to the operation of PNP HOW facilities are eligible to the same extent the
contents of other eligible PNP facilities’ contents, without regard to the religious nature of the contents.
This includes replacement of destroyed contents with items similar in age, condition, and capacity.
However, replacement of rare books, collections, and objects is generally ineligible under the Public
Assistance Program. Costs associated with stabilization of such items is eligible. For more information,
see the Public Assistance Program and Policy Guide Chapter 2 Section VII.H.3.f Irreplaceable
Collections and Individual Objects at page 123 and Appendix K: Work Eligibility Considerations by Type
of Facility at page 205.
What is the process for a PNP that owns or operates a HOW to apply for assistance?
HOWs are subject to the generally-applicable PNP rules and processes. As community centers, they
provide non-critical services under the Stafford Act. Therefore, PNPs seeking Permanent Work for a
HOW must also first apply for a disaster loan from SBA. If the HOW’s loan application is declined or the
SBA loan will not fully cover the damages FEMA will provide funding for eligible Permanent Work. For
eligible Emergency Work associated with a HOW, the PNP may apply directly to FEMA for assistance
without applying for an SBA loan.
To apply for assistance from FEMA, applicants must submit a Request for Public Assistance (RPA,
FEMA Form 90-49) to FEMA through the Recipient (the State, Territorial, or Tribal government). For
more information on submitting an RPA, applicants should contact their State (or applicable) emergency
management agency and see the Public Assistance Program and Policy Guide (Version 3, dated January
2018).
Given this change is retroactive to August 23, 2017, will HOWs still have to apply to SBA for
disaster loan financing?
Yes. SBA will accept disaster loan applications past the filing deadline from PNP houses of
worship/churches for disasters declared from August 23, 2017 through January 1, 2018.
Applications from PNP HOWs that incurred damages after January 1, 2018, will be accepted within the
original deadlines designated for the declared disaster.
For online applications to SBA, applicants should visit the SBA website at
https://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela/. For additional assistance with the application process, applicants should
contact the SBA Disaster Customer Service Center at (800) 659-2955.
If the timeframe to apply for an SBA loan has expired, will SBA still consider a loan application
from a HOW?
SBA will accept disaster loan applications past the filing deadline for PNP HOWs for disasters declared
from August 23, 2017, through January 1, 2018. Applications from PNP HOWs that incurred damages
after January 1, 2018, will be accepted within the original deadlines designated for the declared disaster.
For online applications to SBA, applicants should visit the SBA website at
https://disasterloan.sba.gov/ela/. For additional assistance with the application process, applicants should
contact the SBA Disaster Customer Service Center at (800) 659-2955.
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If a faith based PNP owns and operates a facility that includes both space for religious purposes and
space for other purposes, how does this change affect the type and amount of assistance?
FEMA will apply its policy on mixed-use PNP facilities as described on page 17 of the Public Assistance
Program and Policy Guide (Version 3, dated January 2018) and eligibility will be determined based on
the primary use of the facility. If over 50 percent of the facility is used for an ineligible PNP service, such
as recreation, then the facility will not be eligible.
A facility also may be mixed use of critical and non-critical services for the purpose of the requirement to
apply for an SBA loan. If the PNP is providing several functions out of a single building and one of those
functions is critical, for example elementary education, the PNP could apply directly to FEMA. Where
the PNP facility consists of several buildings, FEMA would evaluate the facility on a building by building
basis, which may result in a situation where the applicant can apply directly to FEMA for damage to their
school building, but they have to apply to SBA first for the HOW.
Is there an established timeframe for HOWs to submit their applications to FEMA?
Generally, the deadline to submit an RPA to FEMA is within 30 days of the respective area being
designated in the declaration for the event. These changes are effective for disasters declared on or after
August 23, 2017, and for applications for assistance that were pending with FEMA as of August 23, 2017,
including applications on first- or second-level appeal, that as of today have not yet been resolved by
FEMA. Potential PNP HOW applicants who have not yet submitted an RPA should contact their State
(or applicable) emergency management agency for information on the RPA submission deadline. For
disasters declared on or after August 23, 2017, with RPA submission deadlines that closed prior to this
policy change, the State may request that FEMA re-open the RPA period for a reasonable time to allow
affected PNP HOWs to apply.
Public Assistance applications and first and second appeals involving HOWs that were previously on
hold are being processed again as of January 2, 2018.
For major disasters declared after January 1, 2018, for applicants for Public Assistance, including HOWs,
the deadline for submission of RPAs is typically 30 days from the date of declaration or designation of an
area for assistance, subject to any extensions requested by a State (or other Recipient) and approved by
FEMA.
How will PNP HOWs be notified of this change and the opportunity to apply for assistance?
On January 2, 2018, FEMA issued a press release clarifying this policy change and also provided
notifications to Intergovernmental, Congressional, and Private Sector stakeholders. Joint Field Offices
will complete stakeholder notifications and update all Public Assistance messaging to reflect eligibility
for HOWs. FEMA is also pursuing outreach opportunities with multiple national faith-based
organizations and members of the Volunteer Organizations Active in Disasters.

If a HOW provided support to disaster survivors such as food, clothing and shelter, can the HOW
receive reimbursement for those costs?
For PNPs, eligible emergency protective measures are generally limited to activities associated with
preventing damage to an eligible facility and its contents. Emergency services to save lives, preserve
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property and public health and safety are usually the responsibility of State, Territorial, Tribal, or local
governments. Therefore, PNPs are generally not legally responsible for those services and FEMA does
not provide PA funding to PNPs for the costs associated with providing those services. When a PNP
provides emergency services at the request of, and certified by, the legally responsible government entity,
FEMA provides Public Assistance funding through that government entity as the eligible applicant.
What Federal requirements do HOWs have to comply with in order to receive FEMA grant
funding?
PNP HOW applicants need to meet the general Public Assistance eligibility requirements as well as the
generally-applicable PNP requirements. As non-critical PNPs, HOWs must also satisfy the requirement
to apply for assistance from SBA for Permanent Work. HOW applicants must also comply with the
Federal grant award requirements of 2 CFR Part 200.
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